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Corrigendum

NOTE: Corrigenda to this edition, as well as any new amendments to Annex A and B of
ADR which might enter into force before the next edition is published, will be made
available via the INTERNET at the following address:
http://www.unece.org/trans/danger/danger.htm

Volume I

Page  Marginal

1 2000(1) Amend "International Civil Air Organization" to read "International Civil 
Aviation Organization".

50, 51,
60, 61 2103 Amend "2102(16)" to read "2102(17)".

100 2215(1)(c) Amend (c) to read: "(c) The design type of the receptacles shall be approved by a
testing and certifying body approved by the competent authority of the country of
approval. The compliance of any receptacle with the approved design shall be
declared in writing by the manufacturer and shall be tested under the supervision of
a testing and certifying body approved by the competent authority of the country of
approval8."

127, 2301, Amend "1987 alcohols, flammable, n.o.s," to
128, items 2°(b), read "1987 alcohols, n.o.s.".  
136 3°(b) and 31°(c)

216 2501 18°(c) Delete the Note.

238 2551 9°(b) The footnote for Di-tert-butyl peroxide should be 20/, not 21/.

241 2551 15°(b) Insert footnote 26/ at the bottom of the page, to read: "26/ Only diluent
Type A shall be used’". 

Amend "cumly peroxypivalate" to read "Cumyl peroxypivalate".
   (PTO)
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ENGLISH ONLY
(Corrigendum 1 applies to the French version only)

Page  Marginal

254 2600(3)2 In the 4th column of the Table, the reference should be to footnote 4/.

292 2654(3) Insert "of an inner packaging" after "[see marginal 2653(1)(a)]". (See UN
Recommendations, paragraph 6.3.2.4).

366 2800(3)(g) Amend "may be considered" to read "shall be considered".

487 3551(6) At thirteenth line, replace "190° C/21.6 kg" with "190°C/2.16 kg".
 
502 Annex to Class 3, A, 3°(b), amend the end to read as follows:

APP. A.5
"- Ketones Mixture of hydrocarbons

- Esters Normal butyl acetate where the swelling effect is up to 4%
(mass): other cases, mixture of hydrocarbons."

Volume II

1  10 000(1)(c) Insert after "Appendix B.1d": 

"- Appendix B.1e concerning vacuum-operated waste tanks."

At the end of the title for Appendix B.2, delete "including provisions for their type
approval where appropriate".

14  10 251(b) Amend "11 204(3)" to read "11 204(2)".

15  10 282(1) In the Note, add "10 606 and 10 607."

30  11 204(2)(c) Amend "inertia breaking system" to read "inertia braking system".

72  71 321(a) At the end, amend "and" to read "or".

93  211 131 Add at the end of the first paragraph: "The internal shut-off device shall continue to
be effective in the event of damage to the external control."

94 211 131 Delete the last sentence.

191 212 610 Insert "(1)" before the first paragraph.

209 212 934 Insert marginal 212 934 as follows:

"Shells intended for the carriage of substances filled at a temperature higher than
190°C shall be equipped with deflectors placed at right angles to the upper filling
openings, so as to avoid a sudden localized increase in wall temperature during
filling."

Amend "212 934 - 212 939" to read "212 935 - 212 939".
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Page  Marginal

210 After marginal 212 960, insert "212 961 - 212 969". 
Delete "(No special requirements)".

231 Amend "219 999" to read "214 999".

233 et seq. Insert in the appropriate places the following reserved marginal numbers:

"215 104 - 215 109", "215 111 - 119", "215 120", 
"215 123 - 215 129", "215 139", "215 140 - 215 149", 
"215 151 - 215 159", "215 160 - 215 169" and "215 171 - 219 999".

237 220 301 Amend "type II" and "type III" to read "EX/II" and "EX/III" respectively.

239 220 500
(Table) Delete "(2)" after "MARGINAL 220 301".

244 220 522(3) Amend the reference to the footnote to read "2/".

260 250 000
(Table) In column (d) after "Alkaline earth metal amalgam", delete "+3*/". 

Insert "+3*/" after "Alkaline earth metal dispersion".

294 250 000
(Table) In column (e) after "Sodium cuprocyanide, solid" 

amend "6" to read "6.1".

333 250 000
(Table) In column (d) after "8", insert "+ 05".

372 260 000 After the text, insert "260 001-260 999".
_____________


